A model of start-up finance with double moral hazard is proposed. Entrepreneurs have ideas and technical competence, but lack own resources as well as commercial experience. Venture capitalists (VCs) provide start-up finance and managerial support. Both types of agents thus jointly contribute to the firm's success, but neither type's effort is verifiable. We find that the market equilibrium is biased towards inefficiently low entrepreneurial effort and venture capital support. In this situation, the capital gains tax is particularly harmful. The introduction of a small tax impairs effort and advice and leads to a first-order welfare loss. Several other policies towards venture capital and start-up entrepreneurship are also investigated. D
Introduction
Potential entrepreneurs have new ideas but lack own resources as well as commercial experience. The potentially high return of innovative firms is subject to large risks. In the early start-up phase, the product or service is not yet fully developed and the market potential is uncertain. Start-ups require considerable funds to pay for research and development as well as equipment investment which far exceed the entrepreneur's own wealth. They find it difficult, however, to raise outside finance. They cannot offer enough collateral to secure business debt, and they are unable to generate sufficient revenue to pay regular interest. They have no own track record that could be assessed by outside investors. The unproven market potential, the technological risks in further product development, and the managerial inexperience of entrepreneurs add up to formidable risks that depend on the quality of the proposed business idea and the entrepreneur's managerial potential. Further, her superior knowledge about the firm creates a possibility for opportunistic behavior that puts the investor's money at risk. The informational disadvantage of outside investors is particularly severe in the case of young innovative firms. Assessing the prospects of such firms requires much business competence and own industry experience on the part of the investor which banks do not have. For these reasons, bank finance is difficult to obtain for innovative start-ups.
Venture capitalists (VCs) have money and industry experience. Their managerial know-how and industry knowledge establishes a comparative advantage over other financial intermediaries in financing young, innovative firms. Kaplan and Strömberg (2001) describe the main functions of VC financing which consist of screening, contracting and advising. VCs carefully screen and select business plans. They have developed sophisticated financial instruments and contractual arrangements to alleviate the problems resulting from informational asymmetries. They add value by establishing contacts, giving strategic business advice, and generally helping in the professionalization of young firms. This paper focuses on the last function of VC finance, which is an important one 2 . Hellmann and Puri (2002) show empirically that VC backed start-ups in Silicon Valley are much faster in introducing stock option plans for high skilled personnel and in hiring a professional sales manager. Also, the presence of a VC makes it more likely that the entrepreneur is replaced by a professional CEO from outside, if her lack of managerial abilities turns out to be an impediment to the firm's rapid growth. The VC's influence is particularly strong in the early phase of business development, when the informational problems are the largest, but becomes insignificant later on, when the firm has successfully matured. In short, VCs add value and raise the likelihood of success by promoting the professionalization of young firms. Hellmann and Puri (2000) show that VC-backed firms introduce more radical innovations and pursue more aggressive market strategies compared with other start-ups. For example, once a VC joins the firm and provides finance, the probability of introducing the new product on the market jumps up by a factor of more than three! Rapid market introduction is strategically important because the first firm on the market enjoys a first mover advantage. Kortum and Lerner (2000) show that a Dollar of R&D spending creates more patents and more radical innovations than the same expenditure in other firms. They calculate that VC backed firms account for about 14% of industrial innovation in the US in 1998, although they spend only about 3% of all R&D funds. This empirical evidence shows that venture capital significantly promotes innovation and business growth.
Although the volume of funds raised and invested grew dramatically in the late 1990s, the market is still much smaller in Europe 3 . More importantly, a recent empirical study by Botazzi and Da Rin (2002) investigates the performance of firms introduced on the technology stock markets Euro.nm 4 and finds that VC backed firms have not grown significantly faster and have not performed better than other firms. They conclude that the quality of VC investments in Europe is a more urgent problem than the sheer volume of funds invested. How is it then possible to strengthen the incentives of VCs to support and advise their portfolio companies more actively? If a firm runs into difficulties, the VC will always want to give advice to prevent business failure and thereby protect her return payment. However, only if she is able to share in the upside potential of the project, she will feel a keen interest to contribute to the firm's success beyond what is needed for a secure return payment. For this reason, equity finance or equity-like instruments like convertible securities are optimal in VC finance 5 . Not only the entrepreneur, but also the financier, must simultaneously put forth effort to advance the firm's prospects. Since both efforts are largely intangible and not verifiable, the relation between entrepreneur and financier suffers from double moral hazard 6 . Accordingly, the equity shares must be carefully split to set incentives for both parties. The VC must share in the firm's upside potential to strengthen her incentives to provide managerial advice. The entrepreneur's remaining share must be large enough as well to secure an appropriate amount of her effort. Both VC advice and entrepreneurial effort are conducive to the firm's success. With double moral hazard, however, a natural inefficiency arises. Both parties must share the marginal return, while each one bears the entire marginal cost of her extra effort. We find a natural bias towards both low entrepreneurial effort and low managerial support on the part of the VC. It is thus important that policy analysis targets the incentives of both entrepreneurs and financiers. Rather than focusing on the sheer volume of funds raised and invested, policy should consider ways to enhance the quality of VC finance and, in particular, sharpen the incentives of VCs to become more actively involved in their portfolio companies.
VC investments have been the subject of a considerable literature in finance. Recent theoretical contributions include Repullo and Suarez (1999) , Casamatta (2002) , Inderst 3 VC investments amount to more than 1% of GDP in the US, while the share is only about 0.4% in Europe. We do not attempt to explain any differences in US or European VC investing. The incentive problems noted in this paper are expected to apply quite generally. Given the underdeveloped state of the VC sector, the problems should be particularly severe in Europe, however. 4 These include the Nouveau Marche (Paris), Neuer Markt (Frankfurt), Nieuwe Markt (Amsterdam), Euro.nm Bruxelles and Nuovo Mercato (Milano).
5 With debt finance, the VC would get a fixed return payment, but would not participate in the extra value she creates by advising the entrepreneur in the good state. See Kaplan and Strömberg (2000) on the predominant use of convertible securities or at least equity-like instruments by US VCs, and Schmidt (2002) on the optimality of such financial instruments.
6 Double moral hazard is a core element of the literature on venture capital mentioned below. The basic incentive problems have been analyzed in the literature on moral hazard in teams, see Holmstrom (1982) and McAfee and McMillan (1991) , for some important contributions, and Aghion and Tirole (1994) for an application to innovation finance. None of these two strings of literature have explicitly dealth with the effects of taxes and subsidies.
and Müller (2002) and Schmidt (2002) , among others. Lerner (1999, 2001) summarize the literature. This research stresses corporate governance perspectives and investigates the financial instruments that are optimally used in the relationship between entrepreneurs and financiers.
Our paper likewise relates to the literature on financial contracting, reviewed recently by Hart (2001) and Tirole (2001) . The focus of our paper is on policy analysis and on the implications of double moral hazard for start-up activity and the quality of VC finance in industry equilibrium. For this reason, our analysis is restricted to a static, one shot relationship between entrepreneurs and financiers, while the financial contracting literature adopts a more dynamic view, which has two distinct advantages. First, dynamic modeling allows to consider non-linear contracts such as convertible securities which offer more flexibility in allocating cash flow rights conditional on certain events in the firm's history as in Schmidt (2002) , for example. Second, a more dynamic model allows for a separate allocation of cash flow and control rights as in Aghion and Bolton (1992) , Dewatripont and Tirole (1994) , Berglöf (1994) , Hellmann (1998) and Tirole (2001) . Control rights refer to the right to make strategic decisions conditional on certain events such as the failure to achieve predefined milestones. VCs are often endowed with far reaching control rights that even enable them to replace the entrepreneur with a professional outside manager, if this helps the firm to become more profitable, see Hellmann (1998) . Such separation is widespread in the VC industry as is empirically documented by Kaplan and Strömberg (2000) . Actual VC contracts thus tend to be more flexible than we assume in our static model. Kaplan and Strömberg (2001, p. 427) emphasize, however, that cash flow and control rights are more like complements rather than substitutes. We conclude that our simpler static model roughly captures the incentive problems between entrepreneurs and VCs. Most importantly, it allows us to model the real effects of venture capital in industry equilibrium and to proceed with an explicit analysis of various policy initiatives.
The academic literature has not yet provided a rigorous analysis of taxation and public policy towards VC-based entrepreneurial activity. The exceptions are Gordon (1998 ), Poterba (1989a . Their analysis discusses the effects of taxes on the supply of funds and the entrepreneur's occupational choice decision while they do not explicitly consider the VC's productive role in supporting and advising start-up firms. Poterba emphasized that a cut in the capital gains tax mainly encourages entrepreneurs to start a firm and, thereby, increases the demand for funds, while it has only a minor effect on the supply of funds. The findings of Gompers and Lerner (1998) are largely in the same vein. With these exceptions, we know of little other work besides our own previous efforts. In Keuschnigg and Nielsen (2001a,b) , we examined the effects of government services for information and education of entrepreneurs as well as specialized infrastructure. Keuschnigg and Nielsen (2003) considered the effects of tax policy on entrepreneurial activity and welfare, when only entrepreneurs are subject to moral hazard. This paper importantly extends the previous analysis by including a double moral hazard problem relating to the joint effort of both entrepreneurs and financiers. While the entrepreneur is technologically competent, but lacks commercial experience, the VC can help with business contacts and managerial know-how. But she will not automatically incur the required effort, unless she is given strong incentives by sharing in the upside potential of the firm. With this extension, the VC's effort and the quality of VC finance tend to be inefficiently low compared with what would be socially optimal. It is then natural to inquire, if any policy initiatives such as cutting the capital gains tax rate would serve to boost the quality in VC finance 7 . In our paper we ask how tax policy, and in particular the capital gains tax, affects the formation of young and innovative firms. We consider the implications of taxes for startup activity and welfare in general equilibrium with a large traditional sector and a small sector of VC backed start-up firms. The analysis relates to the entrepreneur's tendency to give up a job in the traditional industry and start a business, but also addresses the incentives of entrepreneurs and VCs to put forth effort. Apart from a general analysis of capital gains taxation, we examine some tax and subsidy schemes, which are intended to strengthen incentives of the two parties to provide more effort and managerial support. We propose a narrowly focused, revenue neutral policy that cuts the capital gains tax rate for VC funds, but involves a tax on their physical investments. We also look at a similar revenue-neutral policy which cuts the capital gains tax for entrepreneurs and finances this by an 'entry tax' on entrepreneurs.
Our main findings are as follows: the introduction of a general capital gains tax discourages both entrepreneurial effort and VC support, retards entrepreneurship, and causes a first-order welfare loss. We then consider several welfare improving alternatives for tax policy that can be made self-financing and need not come at the expense of the general tax payer. A narrowly focused tax relief to VC firms that is financed by a start-up investment tax at the expense of the VC, for example, would strengthen joint efforts and boost welfare. A selective reduction of the capital gains tax on entrepreneurs, financed by an entry tax, would yield similar gains. By the complementarity of efforts, either policy initiative succeeds to strengthen the joint input of both parties. As an extension, we also consider differential taxation of the two components of the entrepreneur's overall compensation, i.e. performance-related capital gains and a fixed up-front payment or base salary. We find that an increase in the capital gains tax harms efforts and welfare even more so, when the base salary remains untaxed. A tax on the base salary, in contrast, stimulates entrepreneurial effort and welfare. The differential taxation of capital gains and base salaries changes the extent to which entrepreneurial compensation is performance-related and, thereby, importantly affects the incentives for effort.
We now introduce the model in Section 2. Section 3 turns to the implications of various alternatives of capital gains taxation for entrepreneurship, VC support, and welfare. Section 4 investigates differential taxation of the separate types of income that the entrepreneur collects from the start-up company. Section 5 concludes.
The economy

Overview
Consider a simple economy with a mass one of agents. Individuals may have a business idea and start a firm in the entrepreneurial sector, or else they prefer a safe job in the traditional sector. An occupational choice decision splits the population into L workers and E entrepreneurs,
Two goods are supplied. One unit of labor yields one unit of the traditional good, which is assumed to be the numeraire. The unit input -output coefficient fixes the wage rate at w=1, and aggregate output amounts to L. The innovative good pays a relative price V. Its production is inherently risky. A start-up is able to produce one good with probability P > 0, but nothing with probability 1ÀP. The success probability P is specified below. By the law of large numbers, a fraction P of entrepreneurs succeeds, yielding an aggregate supply of the innovative good equal to PÂE. Denoting demand for traditional goods by X D and for innovative goods by D, market clearing requires
Entrepreneurs lack both resources and commercial experience to develop their business idea. They team up with a VC who has managerial know-how and money to pay for the start-up cost. Given a fixed number N of VC firms, each one is involved in funding and advising E/N start-ups on average 8 . The new firm's expected output P results from a joint effort by the entrepreneur who contributes her technological know-how, and the VC who supports the venture with managerial advice. A VC generates a net of tax profit p F per project. All start-up firms are assumed symmetric. Dividends are distributed among households, giving p F E ¼ m 1 0 C i di in the aggregate, where C i =C is a uniform dividend per capita from equally distributed ownership of VC firms 9 . Disposable income y i of an agent depends on her occupation. Taking account of the price normalization w=1, and denoting a possible wage subsidy by S L (S L <0 indicating a wage tax), income of a worker amounts to 1+S L +C. Income from start-up firms is divided between entrepreneurs and VCs. Since a firm produces one unit of the innovative good, its value is V, if it is successful, and zero, if it fails. A start-up firm thus generates an expected capital gain of PVÀ(1Àz)I over the private start-up cost. Physical investment I uses the traditional good and is possibly subsidized by government at a rate of z. Since the entrepreneur has no other income or wealth, she cannot pay for the investment 8 We do not explicitly determine an optimal number of portfolio companies per VC as is done in Kanniainen and Keuschnigg (2003) . Average portfolio size is implicitly determined in equilibrium. 9 In focusing on the contractual relationship between the entrepreneur and the VC company we ignored the fact that widely dispersed ownership of the VC firm may generate free-rider problems in spending advisory effort. These issues would be absent if the firm were fully owned by a single, risk neutral manager. expenditure. She thus sells a share 1Às to a VC for a price Q=(1Àz) I+B which covers the entire start-up cost plus an up-front payment B 10 . With this deal, the entrepreneur's expected income or capital gain amounts to sPV+B 11 . In the presence of taxes, the entrepreneur must pay a capital gains tax on the initial deal, E ( QÀ(1Àz)I )= E B, plus a tax upon realization of her remaining share, E sPV in expected value. Taking account of a potential lump-sum subsidy S E to entrepreneurs, they derive (on top of the profits C from the VC sector) an expected disposable income from the firm of
Given the lump-sum transfer S L to workers, per capita income of agent i in different states is
A VC expects a profit, or capital gain, of p F per firm. With taxes and subsidies,
where F is the capital gains tax applied to the VC. Complete loss-offset is assumed, allowing VCs to offset losses from unsuccessful firms against the gains from successful ones 12 . Given that a VC generates expected, net of tax gains of p F per project, her total capital gains add up to p F ÂE/N. The government assumes a limited role only. Ignoring the provision of public goods, it raises taxes to pay for various subsidies. The government budget constraint is
Now use Eqs. (1) and (3) - (6) to write aggregate disposable income Y as
10 One might argue that entrepreneurs are asked to sell their tradable shares in VC firms at a price equal to C to pay for start-up cost (1Àz)I. The VC is left to pay (1Àz)IÀC plus a lump-sumB, or Q=(1Àz)IÀC+B in total. This would only lead to a redefinition of the advance payment, B=BÀC. The same goes with any initial wealth that the entrepreneur might be able to put up as a collateral.
11 In Section 4, we alternatively interpret B as a base salary subject to wage taxation, leaving expected capital gains of sPV only. 12 The working paper also included an analysis of incomplete loss offset. Restricting loss offset encourages managerial advice by making failure more costly, but on the other hand raises the effective burden of the capital gains tax on the VC, which tends to discourage advice.
Agents spend disposable income to buy quantities D and X of innovative and traditional goods, respectively. Equating spending Y=VD+X with income in (7), we have
Total demand X D for the traditional good stems from households' consumption X and investment I in the entrepreneurial sector. Walras' Law holds: market clearing D=PE for innovative goods also implies equilibrium in the traditional sector, X D =L.
Private decision making
Starting an entrepreneurial firm requires a joint effort by the entrepreneur and the VC. The entrepreneur contributes her technological knowledge; the VC firm helps with managerial and market expertise. Both parties are assumed to incur intangible effort costs that are not verifiable and cannot be contracted upon. Their relationship is subject to a double moral hazard as in Schmidt (2002), Repullo and Suarez (1999) and Lülfesmann (1999) , for example. Different from these authors we assume, however, that both inputs are always required simultaneously. The entrepreneur provides effort e, and the VC adds value to the firm in terms of managerial advice a, where both inputs are assumed continuous 13 . The success probability of the start-up is specified as
Since the efforts of both parties jointly determine the success probability as in (9), the entrepreneur's expected profit p E in (3) depends not only on her own effort, but also on the VC's activity. Similarly, the VC can expect high profits p E in (5), only if her advice meets with a hard working entrepreneur.
The venture capital cycle involves a sequence of events as Fig. 1 illustrates: (1) the government sets tax policy; (2) a potential VC firm decides whether to set up a fund for financing entrepreneurial firms; (3) the VC buys an equity stake 1Às at a price Q; (4) potential entrepreneurs accept or reject the deal, i.e. agents choose their occupation; (5) VCs and entrepreneurs simultaneously supply effort subject to double moral hazard which yields equilibrium efforts as in a Nash equilibrium; (6) nature resolves risk and, thus, determines outcome; (7) agents choose consumption conditional on their income. As usual, the model is solved backwards.
Preferences and demand
For simplicity, agents are endowed with separable preferences over consumption and effort cost l i . We normalize the worker's effort to zero, l i =0 if iaL. In contrast, the entrepreneur's effort e is continuous and gives rise to linear effort cost, l i =be, iaE, and 13 The working paper version, , considered only a discrete choice by the entrepreneur (high or low effort), combined with continuous VC advice. With this alternative formulation, the entrepreneur's effort must always be high to yield any positive success probability, which excludes the possibility of inefficiently low entrepreneurial effort.
b>0. Finally, when advising start-ups, VC firms also incur an intangible cost of managerial effort which likewise is assumed to be linear, c F =ca, c>0. Consumption demand is decided only after effort has been expended and individual income y i has been determined. At that stage, consumers maximize utility for a given effort level. In general, agents choose demand for the two goods to maximize utility net of the disutility of effort,
Utility is assumed separable and linear in the consumption of traditional goods which eliminates income effects. In our simple general equilibrium framework, we can thus solve separately for equilibrium in the entrepreneurial sector just as in a partial equilibrium model. Since subutility u(D i ) is identical for all agents and satisfies
, demand for the innovative good is the same for everyone, D i =D. It will be convenient to adopt the isoelastic specification
Demand for the traditional good then follows from the budget, X i =Y i ÀVD, and reflects the individuals' different income. Substituting back into the utility function, we obtain indirect utility (conditional on effort)
Consumer surplus associated with consumption of innovative goods, denoted by CS, may also be obtained by integrating the inverse demand from (10),
where D À1 (z) = u V (z) is marginal utility from the zth unit of the good. Since agents consume the same quantity D independent of income, CS is likewise the same for all.
Effort choice
Funding and advising entrepreneurial firms must be sufficiently profitable; otherwise, VCs would close down operations. To break even, the expected capital gains net of taxes must cover not only the effective price paid for the equity stake, but also the VC's intangible effort cost. The VC's problem consists of structuring the deal, i.e. proposing to buy a stake 1Às for a price Q=B+(1Àz)I, and subsequently offering a level of managerial support a to maximize X F up F Àca. Using (5), we have
The VC maximizes her net surplus (expected capital gains minus effort cost) subject to the participation constraint (i) which reflects the entrepreneur's occupational choice. When offering a deal, the VC must also anticipate how the contractual terms affect incentives for effort at a later stage, i.e. she must take account of the incentive constraints (ii)-(iii). At effort stage, agents simultaneously choose effort levels, taking the profit share as predetermined.
Following the principle of backward induction along Fig. 1 , we commence with effort choice. At this stage, Q, B, s, and V plus policy parameters are all fixed. According to (12), expected indirect utility of an entrepreneur is p E Àbe+C+CS with p E given by (3) and (9). The entrepreneur's choice of effort e is thus determined by the first-order condition as stated in the incentive constraint IC E in (14 ii) 14 . Income terms that do not depend on effort drop out from the optimality condition. Taking the VC's level of advice as given, her willingness to expend effort increases with her profit share s, while a higher capital gains tax E impairs incentives for effort. Similarly, the VC chooses the level of managerial support to maximize the remaining part of her expected income in (14 iii). Taking the entrepreneur's effort as given, she advises more intensively when she owns a larger share 1Às of the firm. A high tax rate on capital gains, in contrast, undermines her interest in supporting the firm. Both efforts are simultaneously chosen and are thus determined in a Nash equilibrium 15 , with closed form solutions given in Appendix A, and comparative statics derived in Appendix B. Clearly, efforts are strategic complements.
Equity contract
The next step backwards in Fig. 1 turns to the entrepreneur's occupational choice which is reflected in the participation constraint PC E in (14 i). Expected utility from entrepreneurship is p E Àbe+C+CS, while a worker's salary yields utility 1+S L +C+CS. Since C+CS is the same for both occupations, it cannot influence occupational choice and, therefore, cancels from the participation constraint. If the deal is sufficiently generous in 15 There will be a zero-effort equilibrium as well. We, henceforth, concentrate on interior equilibria where both parties supply positive effort.
14 The second order conditions, X aa F <0 and X ee E <0 are fulfilled by concavity of P(e, a).
offering a high residual share s on top of a large up-front payment B, potential entrepreneurs will find it attractive to give up a safe job and start a firm. The contract is determined one step earlier in Fig. 1 . Since, by assumption, the entrepreneur possesses no own wealth, the equity injection by the VC must at least cover the start-up cost (1Àz)I. Apart from that, the VC obviously wants to obtain a large stake 1Às at a small price Q (leaving a small share s to the entrepreneur). In structuring the deal, however, the VC must not only consider how the offer affects the entrepreneur's willingness to accept. She must also anticipate the entrepreneur's and her own incentives to expend effort, once the firm is started and the initial investment costs are sunk. Appendix A derives in (A.3) the equity share. The optimal upfront payment B is read off the entrepreneur's participation constraint in (14 i). Upon using the entrepreneur's condition for optimal effort as in (A.4b), we have
The equity share depends only on the relative efficiency of the VC's and entrepreneur's efforts in raising the firm's success probability, and is therefore, independent of tax policy. For example, if both inputs are equally important in raising the expected value of the venture (a=e), then the optimal equity share is one half. If the entrepreneur's effort becomes relatively more important (e>a), she receives an increasingly larger share to boost her incentives (s>1/2). Taxes, however, do importantly enter the compensation package by influencing the required upfront payment B which is read off the entrepreneur's participation constraint [use (A.4b) in (14 i)]. The VC must thus pay an overall price of Q=B+(1Àz)I to cover the start-up investment cost as well.
Industry equilibrium
The efforts of entrepreneurs and VCs, e and a; the success probability P; and the terms of contract s and Q are now all determined. With E projects or start-up entrepreneurs, industry supply becomes PE. The induced effort levels and supply depend parametrically on the project value which is equal to the market price V of the innovative good. We assume a competitive VC sector where firms compete down profits from VC investments until they just break even. VC firms must thus generate positive monetary profits to compensate for the intangible effort cost of managerial advice. This yields the 'zero profit' condition X F =p F Àca=0 as yet another equilibrium restriction,
A variation in the competitive venture return V, of course, feeds back to the levels of effort on the part of the entrepreneur and the VC. V is thus determined jointly by the free entry, zero profit condition together with the other conditions relating to the venture contract and the levels of effort. The equilibrium number of start-up entrepreneurs then follows from overall demand of innovative goods as in (11), and the market clearing condition D=PE. The remaining part of the population turns to safe jobs in the traditional manufacturing sector.
Welfare
An evaluation of policy initiatives requires a welfare measure. By the participation constraint in (14 i), indirect utility in (12) will be equal for workers and entrepreneurs, U* E =U* L . Household income includes positive monetary profits from ownership of VC firms. Since these profits are merely a compensation for intangible managerial effort costs, we must subtract them from profits 16 . Adding up indirect utilities of agents, subtracting managerial effort costs, and using C=p F E=caE by the zero profit condition, the welfare measure becomes
Efficiency
Agents maximize each their own surplus, taking the actions of others as given. Private decisions may not achieve the efficient solution which maximizes the joint surplus of each start-up project. The surplus of entrepreneurs is expected net profits minus effort cost minus foregone wages and transfers, p E ÀbeÀ1ÀS L , which is zero by the participation constraint. Denoting by R net tax revenue or government surplus per firm, R=
L17 , and adding the VC's part X F , the joint surplus per venture is U=X
Quite obviously, the first best effort levels that maximize joint surplus are given by P e ðe*; a*ÞV ¼ b; P a ðe*; a*ÞV ¼ c;
which compares with (14 ii -iii), i.e. (1À E )sP e V=b and (1À F )(1Às)P a V=c.
Proposition 1. Efficiency. (a) In the untaxed equilibrium, both entrepreneurial effort and managerial advice are too low, e < e* and a < a*: (b) The optimal revenue subsidies to induce the first best levels of effort are given by
Proof. (a) Compare (19) with the untaxed versions of (14 ii -iii), using shares as in (15). . 16 VCs are modeled as 'atomless' agents and, thus, do not show up in the resource constraint. At the cost of a considerable increase in complexity, but with no interesting new insight, we could have treated VCs as real persons. In this case, the subtraction of their effort cost would have been obvious.
In the absence of taxes, private efforts are smaller than what is socially efficient. The entrepreneur appropriates only a part s of the full social return P e V from extra effort, while she must bear the full marginal cost. The same holds for the financier. The need to share profits to enlist the partner's effort impairs one's own incentives. The market equilibrium is thus biased towards inefficiently low levels of efforts. Efficiency requires that each partner is full residual claimant on the marginal return of her contribution. Obviously, full residual claims cannot be simultaneously allocated to both partners. The government can, in principle, restore efficiency by strengthening the marginal private return on effort. The optimal policy would have to provide differentiated revenue subsidies at rates determined by condition (20) . With this policy, private incentives in (14 ii -iii) are aligned to yield, for any given price V, the socially optimal effort levels e* and a* 18 . How robust is this bias towards low managerial effort and inferior quality of VC finance? Our assumption that the financier and entrepreneur jointly determine the success probability and must exercise effort simultaneously, is important. Schmidt (2002) , for example, assumes sequential efforts, where in a first phase only the entrepreneur's effort is required, while in a second stage the further increase in the value of the firm depends exclusively on the VC's managerial input. With this sequential effort choice, Schmidt (2002) is able to explain the use of convertible debt; in particular, he shows that convertible securities under some circumstances may serve to attain a first best outcome. While convertible debt is certainly a more flexible financial instrument and may allow parties to attain a superior outcome than straight equity finance, the first best result hinges critically on the fact that efforts are never required simultaneously, but only sequentially, see Schmidt (2002, section III.G) . Different from Schmidt, we stress the fact that the entrepreneur's effort is critical throughout the company's life. In reality, most business failures are ultimately due to some entrepreneurial management mistake. When the joint efforts of entrepreneur and financier overlap and are required simultaneously, the possible advantage of convertible securities relative to (mixed) equity contracts is reduced. In this case, the basic inefficiency noted above emerges again 19 . Nevertheless, one might wonder whether the highly sophisticated VC industry could not come up with its own market-based solution. In principle, contracting with a third party might solve this commitment problem 20 . The key idea would be that each party deposits with a competitive outside intermediary upfront, at contracting stage, the expected bonus money that corresponds to the other partner's share in the firm. When it comes to the effort stage, the VC can rely on the third party to reward the entrepreneur's effort. Since the entrepreneur's share in profits is already pre-funded, the VC can claim 100% of the extra project income resulting from her advice, as is required for efficiency. The same logic would apply to the entrepreneur who could make herself full residual claimant by pre-funding the VC's expected part in the firm's profit. However, this solution is prevented by the fact that the entrepreneur is wealth-constrained and is, therefore, unable to pre-fund.
This problem with a market based solution to double moral hazard was recognized, for example, by Aghion and Tirole (1994) 21 .
Taxation of venture capital
This section turns to comparative static and welfare analysis of alternative tax experiments. We are particularly interested in how a uniform capital gains tax on both entrepreneurs and VCs affects the equilibrium number and the survival prospects of start-ups, and how it affects the involvement of VCs in their portfolio companies. The comparative static analysis below uses 'hats' primarily to denote percentage changes. For instance,âuda=a, gives the deviation da relative to the value a in the initial equilibrium position. Further, we define relative changes in tax rates as ˆjud j =ð1 À j Þ. To allow for zero initial values of subsidies, we also defineŜ i udS i . We assume that the start-up subsidy is set to zero, z=0, in the initial equilibrium. Other policy parameters may be positive initially. Appendix A lists in (A.4) some restrictions that must hold in the initial zero profit equilibrium, and that are useful in signing various comparative static effects as derived in Appendix B.
Uniform capital gains tax
Policy makers and business practitioners often state that a capital gains tax is particularly harmful to VC activity and to the creation of innovative young firms. What are then the effects, in our framework, on the equilibrium number of start-ups and the quality of VC finance? As a first experiment, we consider the introduction of a uniform tax on entrepreneurs and VCs with full loss offset. Hence, E ¼ F ¼ , starting from values of zero. To isolate the tax effects, we assume that revenues are distributed by a uniform transfer to entrepreneurs and workers, S E =S L =S. This transfer neither affects occupational choice (see 14 i), nor the incentives of entrepreneurs and VCs to put forth effort. The transfer thus leaves VC profits and the competitive price of innovative goods unaffected. In discussing the capital gains tax, we follow again backward induction as indicated in Fig. 1 .
The immediate effect of the capital gains tax is that it impairs the incentives on the part of both entrepreneurs and VCs to expend effort in the firm, see (14 ii-iii) above. Note that 21 In the working paper , we assumed entrepreneurial effort as discrete, being either high or low (zero). With this alternative formulation, the contract must always assure the entrepreneur's high effort, since otherwise the firm would fail with certainty. With only one high effort level, the entrepreneur's input cannot be underprovided. Consequently, 'efficient contracting' merely requires the VC to prefund the entrepreneur's bonus payment to make herself full residual claimant at effort stage. This market solution was shown to achieve the first best. May be for the reasons just mentioned, such market intermediaries seem not to exist in practice. We showed, however, that government can exactly replicate a hypothetical market solution in terms of an optimally designed tax-subsidy scheme. In the current framework, government again is able to achieve the first best in terms of an optimal tax-subsidy scheme, as we will show below. Tax policy can now achieve more than the market since government is obviously not wealth-constrained, while the wealth constraint prevents entrepreneurs to pre-fund the VC's expected profit share, as would be required for efficiency. the equity share is independent of tax policy and only reflects the relative efficiency of the entrepreneurial and managerial inputs. With s fixed, (B.2) in the appendix yieldsâ ¼ê ¼ À=ð1 À e À aÞ . When the entrepreneur and her financier both cut back their joint effort, the survival prospects of the venture must suffer,P ¼ eê þ aâ ¼ Àðe þ aÞ=ð1 À e À aÞ. Expecting more moderate capital gains from her share in the firm, and since the tax directly diminishes expected entrepreneurial income relative to wages, entrepreneurs become more reluctant to start a firm and must be offered a larger upfront payment, see (B.4), BB ¼ À ð1 À eÞsPV ðP þV Þ. Obviously, the deal becomes more expensive for the VC,Q ¼ ðB=QÞB. The combined impact of these adjustments on VC profits is given in (B.3), which is stated here for convenience,
Obviously, the tax directly cuts into profits. Second, the VC must offer a bigger upfront payment to the entrepreneur. Third, the tax undermines the entrepreneur's effort and thereby the firm's survival chances 22 . With the prospect of sizeable losses from portfolio investments, VCs will fund fewer start-ups. Eventually, the supply contraction raises the price of innovative goods, or venture returns, by enough to restore profitability of VC investments. According to (B.6) in combination with (A.4g), venture returns increase in zero profit equilibrium by
Although higher venture returns would otherwise encourage more intensive effort, the direct tax effect works to reduce it and dominates in (B.2) to retard the equilibrium level of efforts and hence the survival probability,
As the equilibrium price must increase for VCs to break even, demand for the innovative good is choked off. The size of the entrepreneurial sector shrinks. Since entrepreneurs devote less effort and attention to their projects and receive less managerial support by VCs, fewer start-ups will succeed and mature to production stage. This latter effect works to increase entrepreneurship, since a larger number of start-ups is required to accommodate any given level of demand, when the failure rate is high. Substituting (22) and (23) into (B.8) reveals that the capital gains tax will retard entrepreneurship, as long as the demand elasticity g is not too low 24 ,
22 Although the tax also discourages the VC's own effort, the effect on her surplus can be ignored on account of the envelope theorem. 23 Eq. (22) may also be computed directly from the equations forê;Q;X F stated above. 24 If g is near zero, the price increase would have almost no effect on demand. In this case, a smaller survival rate on account of less advice implies a higher start-up rate to accommodate demand. where 1>g*=(e+a)I/[1+(e+a)I]>0. The capital gains tax always reduces the supply of innovative goods,P þÊ < 0. It also discourages entrepreneurship, except for a very low demand elasticity.
Since transfers boost disposable income, the welfare effect depends on the amount of revenue that the tax raises. Starting from an untaxed equilibrium, there will be no tax base effects. By the government budget constraint in (6), equal to S=(PVÀI) E in the present case, the tax raises revenues of
Proposition 2. Capital gains tax. (a) A uniform capital gains tax discourages joint effort by the entrepreneur and the VC, raises venture returns, and retards entrepreneurship. (b) Although tax financed transfers boost disposable income, a small tax results in a firstorder welfare loss, (25) and (22) 
Proof. (a) See Eqs. (22) -(24). (b) Substitute
into (B.9). Using (1ÀeÀa)WPV=1+I and the definition of W from (A.4g), one obtains (26). 5
A uniform capital gains tax raises the price of innovative goods and thereby reduces welfare on account of a loss in consumer surplus. This loss is not fully compensated by the increase in disposable income when tax revenue is distributed to households. Even a small tax entails a first-order welfare loss in the neighborhood of the untaxed equilibrium. This welfare result confirms the efficiency analysis in Section 2.3 where we argued that the double moral hazard causes both parties to provide an inefficiently low level of effort. Since they must share the marginal return on their effort while bearing the entire private cost, they contribute less than what would be socially optimal 25 . Consequently, the success rate of new firms is too low. Any policy that discourages joint efforts even more is bound to inflict a first-order welfare loss.
Low cost subsidy to venture capitalists
The fact that effort costs on the part of both entrepreneurs and VCs are intangible and not verifiable excludes the possibility of encouraging joint inputs by subsidizing these costs directly. This leaves only revenue subsidies, or negative capital gains taxes E ; F < 0, to address the lack of entrepreneurial effort and managerial support. Unfortunately, such revenue subsidies tend to be expensive. The cost to the general tax payer could be limited, though, if the beneficiaries can be made to pay themselves for the subsidy. The policies suggested in this and the following subsections build on the key insight that 25 In the numerator of (26), 1Às is the part of the marginal return to the entrepreneur's increase in effort, which she must cede to the VC. Similarly, s is the part of the return on the VC's extra effort, which spills over, to the entrepreneur. neither an entry tax S E <0 on entrepreneurs (negative transfers) nor a tax z<0 on start-up capital investment is harmful to incentives, since these taxes are already sunk when it comes to supply effort.
First consider a targeted tax relief to VCs, F < 0, financed by a tax on start-up investment 26 ,ẑ < 0. Cutting the capital gains tax stimulates VC support which, in turn, boosts the entrepreneurs' incentives,â ¼ Àð1 À eÞ F =ð1 À e À aÞ andê ¼ Àa F =ð1 À e À aÞ by (B.2). As a consequence, the firm is more likely to succeed. As the entrepreneur expects larger capital gains on her profit share, she is attracted with a smaller up-front payment, yielding BB ¼ Àð1 À eÞsPVP in (B.4). On the other hand, the introduction of the investment tax raises start-up cost. In the end, the net effect on Q=B+(1Àz)I depends on how big a reduction of the capital gains tax is financed by the investment tax. On the revenue side, the tax cut boosts VC profits. The VC's surplus is further enhanced by the increased survival prospects of the firm on account of the entrepreneur's expanded effort. As the business becomes more profitable, VC investment activity picks up until venture returns are competed down to the new break-even value.
To find the equilibrium price adjustment, one must take account of the interaction with the government budget constraint that determines the size of the feasible tax cut. Since we allow for non-zero tax rates initially, the equilibrium price response will influence the tax base which determines the feasible size of the tax cut and thereby feeds back on the price response. To resolve this simultaneity, we first derive the log-linearized version of the budget constraint, and then solve it together with the competitive price response in (B.6) forV and F . We arrive at Proposition 3. Self-financed revenue subsidy to VC firms. (a) A small revenue subsidy to VC firms, F < 0, financed by a tax on start-up investment cost,ẑ < 0, encourages joint effort, reduces venture returns, retards entrepreneurship (at least if the demand elasticity is not much bigger than unity), and boosts welfare. (b) Starting from an equilibrium with optimal subsidies, sð1 À E Þ ¼ ð1 À sÞð1 À F Þ ¼ 1; a further increase in the subsidy boosts joint efforts, unambiguously retards entrepreneurship, but leaves venture returns and welfare unaffected.
Proof. See Appendix C 5.
The welfare result confirms the insights of Section 2.3 on efficiency. With double moral hazard, none of the parties is able to appropriate the full social returns on extra effort, while they must bear the entire private cost. Contrary to this, efficiency would require that both the entrepreneur and the VC are full residual claimants which is obviously impossible, when both efforts are simultaneously required and determined in a Nash equilibrum. As a result, both the entrepreneur's effort and the VC's managerial support are inefficiently low. Government can partly undo this dilemma by providing a revenue subsidy to the VC and thereby compensating for the external benefits. In strengthening marginal returns, the policy succeeds to expand consulting activity. Since efforts are 26 In this subsection, we allow for non-zero values of all policy instruments, assuming for simplicity that S E =S L at the outset. strategic complements, more managerial support also raises the entrepreneur's incentive to put up more effort. Hence, both inputs are brought closer to the social optimum. The upshot is that this policy can be made self-financing rather than being at the expense of the general tax payer. Since the entrepreneur is wealth constrained, the VC must pay for the extra start-up cost imposed by government. The start-up tax, however, does not harm incentives, because it is already sunk when it comes to supply efforts. This way, the VC pays herself for the revenue subsidy she receives. Obviously, the policy fails to raise welfare further if the subsidies are already at their optimal levels as required for first best efforts, see Proposition 1.
Low cost subsidy to entrepreneurs
The quality of start-up investments could also be improved in providing tax incentives to entrepreneurs. Consider now a cut in the capital gains tax or even a revenue subsidy that is restricted to entrepreneurs, E < 0, and which is self-financed by an 'entry tax' on entrepreneurs,Ŝ E < 0, while the tax (or subsidy) on VCs is kept constant, F b0. It is also assumed that S E =S L initially. We argue that the policy boosts the returns to VC investments, allowing for competitive price reductions of innovative goods, and thereby raising welfare. The direct impact of the tax cut is to sharpen incentives and to promote the entrepreneurial input. Since efforts are strategic complements, the entrepreneur's extra activity also raises the VC's incentive to advise more intensively. By (B.2),â ¼ Àe E = ð1 À e À aÞ andê ¼ Àð1 À aÞ E =ð1 À e À aÞ . The firm's survival prospects improve which boosts the VC's surplus as in (B.3) where F ¼ 0. The other important impact on VC profits stems from the price she must pay for her stake which results from the entrepreneur's participation constraint. From (B.4), we have
When the entrepreneur gets taxed less, and when the success rate increases, she will collect extra capital gains from her share in the firm and is therefore attracted with a smaller upfront payment. The VC's surplus accordingly increases. The new entry tax, on the other hand, works in the opposite direction. In the end, the net effect on VC profits and, thus, the extent of the competitive price reduction for the output of start-up firms depends on the size of the tax cut that is feasible with a given entry tax.
Proposition 4. Self-financed revenue subsidy to entrepreneurs. (a) A small revenue subsidy to entrepreneurs, E < 0, financed by an entry tax on entrepreneurs,Ŝ E < 0, boosts joint efforts, reduces venture returns, retards entrepreneurship (when the demand elasticity is not much bigger than unity), and raises welfare. (b) Starting from an equilibrium with optimal subsidy rates in place, ð1 À E Þs ¼ ð1 À F Þð1 À sÞ ¼ 1; the effects on venture returns and on welfare are reduced to zero. Joint efforts increase and entrepreneurship unambiguously falls.
Proof. See Appendix C. 5
The reasons for these welfare gains are largely the same as in the preceding subsection. Cutting the capital gains tax for entrepreneurs sharpens not only their own incentives. Since efforts are strategic complements, it also induces VCs to support their portfolio firms more intensively. Accordingly, the survival prospects of start-up firms improve. To avoid imposing any net cost on the general tax payer, entrepreneurs are made to pay themselves in terms of an entry tax for the capital gains tax cuts they receive. The entry tax is not harmful to incentives, since it is already sunk at effort stage. The general public benefits from lower prices of innovative goods.
Taxation of entrepreneurs
The basic assumption of the preceding section was that the entire income of entrepreneurs exclusively consists of capital gains that derive from their equity stake in the firm. Entrepreneurs were assumed to earn capital gains in an early stage when they sell the share 1Às of their firm to a VC for a price Q that exceeds the initial private investment cost by an amount B=QÀ(1Àz)I. In case the firm successfully matures to production stage, they would earn an extra capital gain from their remaining share equal to sV, and zero in case of failure. Rather than literally including an upfront payment, the financial arrangements often allow for a modest base salary of the entrepreneur (see Sahlman (1990) , among others). The common feature between such an up-front payment and a base salary is that both are fixed in size and, thus, unrelated to performance. The distinction between an up-front payment and a base salary is quite important for tax purposes, however, since taxes on profits and capital gains may differ from taxes on wage income. For this reason, agents often have a keen interest to transform heavily taxed wages into profit income (e.g. Gordon, 1998) . To consider the effect of wage taxation we now interpret the upfront payment B that is not related to performance as wage income of the entrepreneur, subject to ordinary wage taxation at rate t 27 . This new interpretation changes the participation constraint relating to the entrepreneur's occupational choice (note that a worker in the traditional sector also pays a wage tax t),
The only other change to the model is in the government budget which must now include tax revenues t(BE+L) from wage taxation. Appendix D develops the formal analysis. With respect to policy effects, taxing the base salary cannot have any impact on incentives for joint inputs since it is unrelated to performance. Eqs. (B.2) still describe the basic determinants of entrepreneurial zeal and managerial support. However, the relative taxation of capital gains and wages potentially influences the structure of compensation that consists of an optimal mix between a profit share and a base salary. If the entrepreneur's capital gains get taxed more heavily, while the wage tax on her base salary is kept constant, it becomes more expensive to compensate entrepreneurs with a higher profit share rather than giving them a base salary. The structure of entrepreneurial compensation shifts towards a higher base salary and a lower profit share, see (D.3b) and (D.4) in Appendix D. With the entire compensation less sensitive to performance, the entrepreneur is confronted with rather weaker incentives for effort while the VC's higher 27 We are grateful to a referee for drawing our attention to this case. stake sharpens her incentives to provide managerial advice. Taxes then shift joint efforts from entrepreneurs to VCs. Whether this is good for welfare or not will probably depend on the relative efficiency of efforts in raising the success rate. To investigate the implications of wage taxation of the base salary, we consider the following two experiments.
Uniform capital gains tax
This first experiment repeats the previous one in Section 3, but now the capital gains tax no longer applies to the base salary. To keep the analysis simple, we consider only a small tax, starting from an untaxed position. Eq. (D.4) verifies that the capital gains tax leads to an increase in the profit share of the VC at the expense of the entrepreneur. This profit share effect in isolation implies a decline in entrepreneurial effort and more VC support. As in Section 3.1, tax revenues are rebated in lump-sum form to isolate the allocative effects of the capital gains tax. Setting other policy parameters to zero eliminates any revenue response due to changes in tax bases. The government budget constraint for the uniform capital gains tax is (PVÀQ)E=S which gives
To find the policy's effect on the competitive equilibrium price, one must first determine the impact on VC profits. Note that any increased taxation of entrepreneurial income must be compensated by the VC to keep the entrepreneur willing to start the firm. A higher capital gains tax on entrepreneurs, therefore, reduces the VC's profit as much as a tax on her own returns. With diminished profits, a number of VCs must exit the business until the reduced start-up activity sufficiently shrinks the supply of the innovative goods and thereby boosts the price by enough to restore profitability. The competitive price in a free entry equilibrium thus emerges from the zero profit conditionX
Proposition 5. Capital gains tax with untaxed base salary. (a) A small uniform capital gains tax raises venture returns, reduces the entrepreneur's equity share and strongly discourages the entrepreneur's effort. While the net effect of the tax and the venture return diminishes managerial advice, the VC's higher profit share tends to raise it. When the success probability depends symmetrically on efforts, managerial advice falls. (b) A small capital gains tax results in a first-order welfare loss equal to
28 The entrepreneur's base salary is now deducted from the capital gains tax base, PVÀBÀ(1Àz)I.
Proof. See Appendix D. 5
Comparing with Proposition 2, we thus find that a uniform capital gains tax reduces welfare irrespective of whether the upfront payment B, or base salary, is subject to the tax or not. The effects of the tax are rather similar with only one major difference. In attracting entrepreneurs, VCs now rely more on the base salary and correspondingly claim a larger profit share for themselves. The proposed equity contract tends to be less performance-related and thus provides weaker incentives to entrepreneurs while strengthening the interest of VCs to support the firm. When efforts merely shift from entrepreneurs to VCs, the effect on the success probability is likely to be small, however, and is in fact exactly zero when the success probability depends symmetrically on both inputs. The implied change in the profit share has thus only a rather negligible influence on welfare. On the other hand, the uniform capital gains tax directly impairs incentives for joint effort, undermines the likelihood of success, and thereby reduces welfare.
Taxation of base salary
Wage taxation of the base salary is not neutral in our model since it shifts the structure of compensation. It also adds to the total start-up cost and, therefore, should reduce supply of venture capital backed products. A supply contraction boosts the price and thereby, tends to encourage overall effort, on top of shifting effort from VCs to entrepreneurs. So the net effect is not clear. We here wish to study the tax on the base salary in isolation from general wage taxation of outside income in the traditional sector, since the latter would have the obvious effect of pushing agents into entrepreneurship, expanding supply, reducing price and thereby, discouraging efforts. To isolate the effects of taxing the base salary only, we keep wage taxes in the traditional sector fixed. The government budget constraint is now tBE=S. Consider an increased tax on the base salary B with neutral revenue rebatement by means of uniform lump-sum transfers, i.e.
The tax has no direct consequences on effort, since the base salary is not related to performance. However, compensating the entrepreneur in terms of a heavily taxed base salary is now more costly relative to lightly taxed capital gains. Hence, the structure of compensation shifts in favor of a higher profit share, see (D.4), in exchange for a lower base salary. This shift in the profit share strengthens the entrepreneur's incentives, but weakens the VC's interest in consulting with the firm, see (B.2), with no clear-cut net effect on overall inputs a priori. Obviously, the required increase in the gross base salary erodes VC profits. In (D.5), we read an impact ofX F ¼ ÀBt 29 . With start-up investments, firms refrain from financing projects until venture returns increase to the break-29 Profits would actually increase if outside wages were taxed as well, givingX F ¼ ð1 À BÞt > 0. When the entrepreneur's outside alternative is taxed, she can be attracted to entrepreneurship at lower cost. even level again. In the competitive, zero profit equilibrium, the tax raises venture returns by
Proposition 6. Taxation of base salary. (a) A small wage tax on the base salary raises venture returns and the entrepreneur's equity share. Both effects encourage entrepreneurial effort while they hold ambiguous incentives for the VC. When the success probability depends symmetrically on efforts, managerial support unambiguously increases. (b) A small tax on the base salary yields a first-order welfare gain equal to
A wage tax on the base salary is thus seen to improve welfare. The effect is rather indirect, however. In raising the cost of VC finance, it forces a number of VCs to leave the business. Eventually, the reduced supply should raise prices and firm values by enough to restore profitability. Although the market supports only a smaller number of start-ups, each one is more valuable. It is this increase in firm value which boosts incentives for joint effort and thereby raises the success probability. The success rate aggregates the joint inputs. Since efforts are underprovided in the market equilibrium, the success rate is too low initially. Although the policy to some extent merely shifts effort from VCs to entrepreneurs, it also encourages effort on average and raises the success rate, bringing it closer to the socially optimal value. Via this effect, wage taxation of the base salary raises more revenue than what is needed to compensate consumers for the increased prices. Thus welfare improves.
Conclusions
America's thriving venture capital sector is often considered an important source of the country's competitiveness in innovative industries. Judging from several influential policy documents, policy makers in Europe and many other countries increasingly recognize that venture capital can importantly contribute to the professionalization and growth of young innovative firms and thereby, to sustained innovation and growth in the economy at large. It seems, however, that the American role model of venture capitalism is not easily transferred to other countries. Despite the strong recent growth of the volume of funds raised and invested in Europe, there are several signs that these investments are often not as productive as expected. It seems that among all firms recently launched on Europe's high technology stock markets, venture capital-backed firms have not significantly performed better than other firms. The quality of venture capital investments thus seems a more urgent problem than the sheer volume invested.
Without claiming to address the disparity in venture capital experience on either side of the Atlantic, we have in this paper looked into some of the factors which determine the quality of venture capital investment. VCs provide more than finance, they also add value to young firms. Therefore, the entrepreneur and the financier jointly contribute to the firm's success. Entrepreneurs contribute the technological idea or innovation, but tend to be commercially inexperienced in their early business career. The VC has money and managerial know-how. She can importantly contribute to the professionalization of the young firm. Their relationship is subject to a double moral hazard, however, since none of these efforts are verifiable and contractible. For this reason, not only the entrepreneur, but also the financier need high powered financial incentives which makes equity (or equity like instruments such as convertible securities) the preferred mode of finance. When returns must be shared, but each partner must bear the entire intangible cost of her own input, joint efforts of entrepreneurs and VCs tend to be underprovided. This paper considered the role of tax policy to promote the quality of venture capital investments. The major problem is that managerial effort cost is largely intangible and not verifiable which excludes the possibility of directly subsidizing effort cost to induce more involvement in portfolio companies. Similarly, the due diligence and commitment of entrepreneurs comes with a largely intangible cost, cannot be verified, and cannot be the subject of a targeted cost subsidy. One is left with the capital gains tax as a prime candidate for reform. This tax is widely considered to be a major obstacle, but its role in shaping venture capital incentives has not been addressed in the public finance literature. We found, indeed, that even a small capital gains tax involves a first-order welfare loss, because it exacerbates a pre-existing distortion and further diminishes incentives to provide entrepreneurial effort and managerial support. Therefore, the capital gains tax could indeed be a major impediment to the development of a high quality venture capital industry that significantly adds value to young innovative firms.
However, one can go further than merely proposing a cut in the capital gains tax at the cost of the general tax payer. Apart from narrowly limiting the tax break to apply to venture capital funds only or to entrepreneurs only, one may also make it essentially selffinanced by imposing a tax on start-up investment cost of venture capital backed firms, or alternatively an entry tax for potential entrepreneurs. Since the increased start-up cost must be largely financed out of the financier's pocket, it makes VCs pay themselves for the capital gains tax break. Since the tax on start-up or entry costs are already sunk when it comes to decide on efforts, they do not impair incentives, while the capital gains tax cut boosts incentives for effort on the part of both entrepreneurs and VCs. These policies not only encourage entrepreneurial ambitions, but also sharpen incentives for stronger involvement of VCs. However, a vital precondition for such targeted tax policy initiatives is that the start-up investment cost and the base salary components are in fact distinguishable from other cost items, and that entrepreneurs and VCs who qualify for a selective capital gains tax relief, can be readily identified.
We conclude that tax policy holds interesting options to sharpen incentives and to promote more quality in venture capital finance. It would be very important, though, to test empirically whether such tax incentives are indeed effective in raising managerial support. One might find some measures of venture capital involvement such as the number of visits to portfolio companies, time allocated to consulting activities, the number of portfolio firms per advisor etc. and test whether there is a significant influence of tax variables.
; ðA:1Þ
The success probability P results from substituting the solutions for e and a into (9). In structuring the deal, the VC takes tax policy and venture returns V as predetermined, and fully anticipates how the terms of contract s and Q=B+(1Àz)I will affect efforts at the moral hazard stage. As Q is already sunk at effort stage, it cannot have any impact on incentives. A variation in the profit share, however, affects joint inputs and, therefore, the success probability. Taking account of this, introducing the Lagrange-multiplier k for PC E , and considering an interior optimum, the maximization of (14) yields:
where the condition for s makes use of (A.2a) and (14 ii -iii). Note that the VC anticipates the effects of a variation of s on efforts at moral hazard stage which are derived below in (B.2). Expanding the terms in (A.2b) appropriately to make use of (B.2) and noting aP a =aP and eP e =eP by (9) yields 30 :
With the profit share thus determined, the upfront payment B is read off the PC E in (14 i), see (15) . Model parameters must be appropriately set to assure a non-negative B.
Finally, a zero profit equilibrium as in (16) fulfils some restrictions that will be useful in the comparative static analysis 31 :
ðaÞ ð9Þ aP a ¼ aP; eP e ¼ eP;
ðA:4Þ
The last condition follows by substituting for Q in (A.4d) and replacing B from (15). The assumption in (9) together with 0<s<1 implies W>1.
Appendix B . Comparative statics
Appendix B prepares the comparative statics of the policy scenarios given in Sections 3 and 4. We also use the functional form noted in (9), givingP ¼ eê þ aâ,P e ¼ Àð1 À eÞ e þ aâ, andP a ¼ eê À ð1 À aÞâ.
Joint effort: As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the incentive constraints (14 ii -iii) simultaneously determine a and e. The linearized reaction functions are: Solving the system (B.1) for the equilibrium response ofâ andê gives:
ðB:2Þ
Managerial advice and entrepreneurial efforts are strategic complements. By (B.1), more advice raises the marginal return to the entrepreneur's effort. A higher input by the entrepreneur, in turn, strengthens the VC's advice. This mutual interaction gives rise to the multiplier 1/1ÀeÀa. The interdependency leads to interesting cross-properties. Raising the tax rate E does not directly affect the VC. However, when the entrepreneur's reward for high effort is taxed and she correspondingly reduces her input, the VC's incentive to support the venture goes down as well.
Zero profit equilibrium: Although policy influences advice, the envelope theorem prevents, on account of (14 iii), that a variation of a affects profits. This is not the case with respect to entrepreneurial effort, however. Accordingly, VC profits in (14) change by:
where the profit share remains constant on account of (15). The price of the deal contains the net investment cost plus an upfront payment. By (3) and (15), the investment subsidy reduces the deal price, while a larger upfront payment trivially inflates it:
ðB:4Þ
At the date of the VC's entry, the optimal contract and subsequent efforts are all anticipated. In particular, s stays constant so that the informational rent changes with expected revenue of the firm. WithP ¼ eê þ aâ, one obtains from (B.2): , and get the equilibrium price that results from free entry competing profits down to zero. Use (A.4d) to replace Q, simplify coefficients, and utilize W to obtain:
The competitive price adjustment feeds back into joint effort. Substituting (B.6) into (B.2), we get effort levels in zero profit equilibrium:
The competitive price generates demand according to (11) which attracts an equilibrium number of entrepreneurs to clear the market for innovative goods as in (2). A policy shock thus changes entrepreneurship by:
ðB:8Þ
Finally, the effect on welfare results from (17) and reflects disposable income as well as consumer surplus from consumption of innovative goods. By (13), dCS=ÀDdV. Using D=PE, we obtain from (17): 
where Q was replaced by (A.4d) to rewrite the tax base by (1Às)PVÀQ=a(1Às)PV. Substituting (B.6) into (B.5) yieldsP þV ¼ À½ð1 À zÞI=ðð1 À e À aÞWPV Þẑ which is plugged into the preceding equation to get, upon using PV=[(1Àz)I+1/(1À E )]/(1ÀeÀa)W from (A.4g):
. Since 1ÀseÀ(1Às)a=(1ÀeÀa)W>0 by (A.4g), the numerator of the first term is positive. Knowing the size of the tax cut, the price response in (B.6) yields [again using (A.4g)]:
; ðC:2Þ K 1 u½1 À ð1 À E Þs Á e þ ½1 À ð1 À F Þð1 À sÞ Á ð1 À eÞ:
Finally, entrepreneurship follows from (B.8):
ðC:3Þ (a) Starting from an untaxed position,ẑ < 0 yields V ¼ ½ðð1 À sÞe þ ð1 À eÞs=1 À sÞÁ ½I=ð1 þ IÞẑ < 0 in (C.2). Combining with (C.1),V À ð1 À eÞ F ¼ À½ð1 À seÞ= ðð1 À sÞaÞ Á ½ð1 À a À eÞI=1 þ IÞẑ andV À a F ¼ À½ð1 À e À aÞI=ð1 þ IÞẑ. Therefore, efforts increase withẑ < 0 , see (B.2). With g=1, the policy retards entrepreneurship as it raises the success probability,Ê ¼ ÀðV À a F Þ=ð1 À e À aÞ < 0 by the preceding result. By (B.9), the price reduction raises welfare, Û * ¼ À PVE Á V > 0. (b) With optimal subsidies in place, we have K 1 =0 in (C.2), leaving the equilibrium price unchanged, V ¼ 0, which also reduces the welfare gain to zero. The policy boosts joint efforts as in (B.2) and impairs entrepreneurship, irrespective of the demand elasticity.
Appendix D . Taxation of entrepreneurs
This appendix analyzes the case of a base salary that is unrelated to performance and replaces the upfront payment B of Section 3. To find the optimal compensation of the entrepreneur, the VC anticipates the effects on joint efforts as in (B.2), and maximizes her surplus subject to the new version of PC E as in (14 iV):
The necessary conditions with respect to B and s are: To find the optimal share s, use (A.4a) and (B.2). Replace 1À F by 1À F =(1Àt)k and rearrange, using Tu(1Àt)/(1À E ) as a short-hand:
ðaÞ s : ð1 À s À aÞð1 À eÞs ¼ ð1 À sÞð1 À aÞðs À eÞ Á T ;
ðD:3Þ By (D.3a), 1ÀsÀa and sÀe must be of the same sign and are both positive 32 , giving well understood reactions in (B.2). With the profit share thus determined, PC E in (27) implies the magnitude of the required base salary. Following the instructions in the first footnote of Appendix A, one can derive (15) for the case of T=1. Log-linearizing (D.3a) yieldsŝ À ðs=ð1 À s À aÞÞŝ ¼ ðs=ðs À eÞÞŝ À ðs=ð1 À sÞÞŝ þT. Collect terms, multiply by sÀe, expand the coefficient ofŝ by eÀe, and get: s ¼ À ðs À eÞð1 À sÞð1 À s À aÞ ðs À eÞas þ ð1 À sÞð1 À s À aÞe T; Tu E Àt: ðD:4Þ
If the tax factor Tu(1Àt)/(1À E ) increases, the capital gains tax becomes more confiscatory than the wage tax. Hence, the VC would have to offer a comparatively larger share s relative to B to fulfil PC E . It is then preferable to reduce the entrepreneur's share as in (D.4) and pay a larger base salary instead.
A key step in the analysis is to determine the impact of taxation on VC profits. At this stage, we have optimally determined s*, B*, and k*=(1À F )/(1Àt). In all cases, we start from an untaxed position (T=1=k), and exploit the envelope theorem. We first compute the effect of the output price:
One may similarly calculate the other policy effects and get the differential:
In deriving the effect of s, one uses (A.4d) to write the tax base with zero profits as (1Às)PVÀQ=a(1Às)PV. The wage tax requires some comments. By reducing the outside wage income, the tax allows the VC to reduce the entrepreneur's compensation within the relationship. A tax on the base salary requires instead a higher gross wage B to secure participation. The net effect is actually positive since the base salary falls short of wages in industry because the entrepreneur also receives a profit share. For these reasons, the wage tax actually raises VC profits.
Proof of Proposition 5.
(a) Competitive venture returns increase as in (29) . When the entrepreneur's capital gains are subject to a tax, but her base salary is not, it is more costly to secure her participation by means of a profit share. Therefore, T ¼ > 0 in (D.4) reduces the entrepreneur's share. Joint efforts respond as in (B.2). Despite the price increase, the net effect of the tax on joint effort is negative since (29) implies V À ¼ À½ð1 À sÞ ð1 À aÞð1 À e À aÞ=ð1 À ð1 À sÞa À seÞ < 0 . Since the entrepreneur receives a lower equity share, she reduces her effort even more. The fact that the VC is left with a larger share partially offsets the negative incentive effect of the capital gains tax. Substituting (B.2), the effect on the success probability is:
With a symmetric probability in (9), a=e, the optimal profit share is exactly s=1/2, see (D.3a), equal to (15) in the untaxed state. Whileŝ < 0 shifts efforts from entrepreneurs to VCs, its effect on the success probability is zero in this case. Since V Àŝ was shown to be negative, the success rate unambiguously declines in the symmetric case. (b) The price increase implies a loss in consumer surplus while the increased tax revenue would boost disposable income and raise welfare. Use (A.4d) to rewrite the tax base in (28), PVÀQ=[1À(1Àa)(1Às)]PV, and substitute (28) into (B.9), Û* 1 S À PVE Á V . After some manipulations [factoring out (1Àa)(1Às)PV and using (A.4d)] one arrives at the welfare effect noted in (30).
Proof of Proposition 6. See (32) and (D.4) for the effects on venture returns and equity share, and (B.2) for the effects on efforts. The implications for the success probability are seen in (D.6) where the coefficient onŝ is reduced to zero in the symmetric case, leaving the positive influence of higher venture returns on both types of effort. (b) Substitute (31) and (32) into (33) and rearrange to obtain the welfare result.
